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BLACK BEAR tire has been distributed internationally for many years, and is recognized
by lots of professional rally participants in North America and Northern Europe.
BLACK BEAR Tyre Co., Ltd. is headquartered in Surrey, England. The company specializes
in off road semi-steel radial tire R&D and worldwide sales & marketing. BLACK BEAR has
a professional technical team with senior technical experts from the world's leading tire
companies, which owns the advanced tire design and development, the R&D team works
very closely with many off-road enthusiasts, so that Black Bear can fully understand the
extreme off-road sport needs and make the products 100% to meet those unique and
adventurous demands.
Black Bear is committed to be the next leading brand in the extreme off road world.

Asymmetrical Tread Pattern Design. It well delivers to evenly contact between the tread and the
ground when handling curves and hard turns, provides you exceptional driving experience.
Engineering design of wide and narrow grooves combination. The narrow grooves increase tire
grip on pavements while the wide grooves provide excellent traction in extreme terrain.
Combination of trapezoid and triangle blocks.It improves the strength of blocks to avoid lugs
biting and hydroplaning.
High-strength steel belt and carcass material. As a professional on/off-road tire supplier, we only
use the high-strength and world class material to secure the tire quality as well as its performance.
Dedicated compound. Professional on/off-road application compound contributes excellent
performance of puncture resistance, tear resistance and wear resistance, safe and secured
Dual sidewall designs. Each Rugged Terrain provides two sidewall designs so you have one more
choice for your tires look. The functional sidewall pattern not only protects the carcass from
possible injuries but also provides additional grip in deep mud and rocky terrain.
Untraditional Tread Pattern Design. This latest new pattern design makes your vehicle more
fascinating.

